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From 1991-1995, Dale was the Pentagon’s program 
manager for a new class of weaponized UAVs to destroy 
theater ballistic missiles (TBMs) in the boost phase (BPI) 
of flight.  The Pathfinder solar electric UAV was a prototype 
of the world’s first high altitude, extreme endurance air-
craft.  From 1995-2005 several generations of the aircraft 
evolved in the NASA ERAST program leading to world alti-
tude record flight to 96,863 ft on 13-14 Aug 2001 in Hawaii.  
Those aircraft were designed for science and commercial 
missions.  AeroVironment was the prime contractor.

Dale Tietz:  High Altitude, Long Endurance (HALE) Solar Electric Un-
manned Aircraft 1991 - 2005



Dale Tietz:  High Altitude, Long Endurance 
RAPTOR Unmanned Aircraft 1991 - 2005

From 1991-1995, Dale was the Pentagon’s 
BPI program manager for new class of wea-
ponized UAVs to destroy theater ballistic mis-
siles (TBMs) in the boost phase of flight.  The 
RAPTOR UAV was a prototype of a HALE 
low cost, attritable UAV.   From 1995-2005 
two generations of the aircraft evolved in the 
NASA ERAST program that demonstrated 
this capability.  The later aircraft were de-
signed for science and commercial missions.  
Burt Rutan’s Scaled Composites was the 
prime contractor.



As an Air Force pilot, Dale flew the C-141 
Starlifter cargo transport aircraft all over the 
world.  In addition be flew the Rockwell T-39 
Saberliner for Special Airlift Missions.  Dale 
also worked closely with Grob Aircraft Com-
pany in Germany on two of their manned high 
altitude endurance aircraft, the Strato 2C and 
the Egrett as well as with Scaled Compos-
ites on special missions involving use of the 
Proteus aircraft.

Dale Tietz:  Manned Aircraft 1973-1996



Dale Tietz:  Space Systems

As a Pentagon Star Wars Program Manager, he managed space weapons and satel-
lite systems for the Directed Energy Directorate.  He was responsible for the Space 
Based Laser (SBL) Zenith Star program ($1 billion), associated Acquisition, Tracking, 
Pointing and Fire Controls (ATP-FC) systems;  launch and operations on two satel-
lites systems (LACE/RME) and launch of special sounding rockets as laser targets.  
He worked with Lockheed, Martin Marietta, Boeing and Northrop as prime contractors 
for the various program efforts.  Owned and controlled one complete Space Shuttle 
mission.



While in the Department of Defense and working with NASA Dale participated in leading edge tech development for 
all manned and unmanned high altitude long endurance aircraft.   These included the world’s first ever fly-forever solar 
rechargeable aircraft, as well as extremely high speed hypersonic research for advanced weapons using NASA’s SR71.   
Dale was also involved with the development of the first concepts and procedures for aerial refueling of high altitude un-
manned aircraft. 

Dale Tietz:  Other Aviation Test Programs 1991 - Present




